Ab initio calculations show that the conductance of short monatomic carbon chain can be dramatically modified by adhering a single H, N, or O atom to the chain. For example, the conductance of the pristine chain gets about two orders of magnitude smaller if an H atom is adhered to the chain. By a statistical model, the structure of the carbon chain with the single atom adhered is found to be quite stable at room temperature, indicating that the method can be used to tune the conductance of monatomic carbon chain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Searching for nano-materials to miniaturize the electronic devices has been a highly concerned topic during the last decades. Owning the true 1D structure as the ultra-thin nanowire, monatomic carbon chain (MCC) has captured attentions since the concept was raised up. In 2007, a method of pulling monatomic chains out of a graphene sheet was theoretically proposed 1 , and was implemented in the same year by an experiment 2 . In 2009, stable and rigid carbon atomic chains were unambiguously observed by removing carbon atoms from graphene through the controlled energetic electron irradiation inside a transmission electron microscope 3 . These experiments triggered intense theoretical studies on
MCCs. In fact, even before the evident characterizations, the MCCs had been used as models for years to calculate the electrical and optical properties of atomic chains. Lang and Avouris 4 found that even-numbered and odd-numbered carbon chains (cumulenes) have different conductance, which might be caused by the difference in the density of states (DOS)
at the Fermi level of the combined electrode-atomic-wire system of the free chains. Crljen et al 5 investigated the transport property of another form of carbon atom chain, polyynes with metal electrodes and its dependence on the length of the molecular chain. Additionally, Nykänen et al investigated the transport properties of hydrogen capped MCCs, polyynes and cumulenes, on gold and silver surfaces 6 , suggesting that the C-C bond and the density of states at the Fermi level of the entire system might play an important role in the conductance.
However, there are few studies addressing practical ways to modulate the conductance of MCCs up to now. In the present work, we suggest modifying the conductance by adhering an atom or molecule to the chain. Thus, we should firstly answer if the structure is stable at room temperature for practical uses, although the pristine MCC has been predicted to be very stable 7 . Since the gas molecules of H 2 , N 2 , and O 2 are the most common components of the atmosphere, they should be considered firstly. But the results show that these molecules cannot be adhered to MCCs stably at room temperature. Therefore individual atoms of these gases (i.e. H, N, and O atom) were used instead. Firstly the stability of MCCs with an adhered atom was examined by a statistical model 7 , which has been successfully used in several aspects such as the characteristics of nano-optoelectronic devices e.g. stability [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , the growth probability prediction of isomer clusters 12 , and the prediction of thermal chemical reaction rate 13 . Then the transport properties of MCCs with an H, N or O atom adhered to different sites were investigated.
II. MODELS AND METHODS

A. The statistical model
The statistical model is based on the fact that the kinetic energy (ε) of a single atom in condensed matters obeys the Boltzmann distribution,ε 1/2 e −ε/k B T , which has already been confirmed by a great deal of MD simulations 7, 11, 12 . Therefore, within a time unit, the total time for an atom to obtain a kinetic energy larger than the barrier E 0 (ε > E 0 ) is
where
is the partition function. Considering an atom located at the bottom of a potential well V (x)with kinetic energy ε(ε > E 0 ), the time taken by this atom to escape from the valley is δt
, where a is the half width of the well and the average time at a certain temperature T can be obtained by
So the frequency (or rate) of the hopping event is
To apply this model for predicting the stability of adhered MCCs, we should find the key atomic process (with the lowest energy barrier) to break this structure, and calculate the relevant potential energy curve (PEC) along the minimum energy path (MEP). Then we can use Eq.3 to calculate the lifetime (1/Γ) of this structure at any temperature.
To get the accurate MEP, first principles calculations were performed using density functional theory (DFT) 14 at the level of Perdew-Burke-Ernzrehof parameterized generalizedgradient approximation 15 . Projector augmented-wave pseudopotentials were used 16 Hellmann-Feynman forces were less than 0.01 eV/Å. To analyze the thermal properties, the potential barrier and the minimum energy path of bond breaking, phonon spectrum and the potential energy surface near the optimized geometry was calculated. The adatom was artificially adhered in all available spots, and then all the structures were optimized. Thus the optimized structures include all the metastable structures in local positions. In the stability calculation process, the precise breakage barrier was obtained at first. And then the life span of the structures can be obtained by our statistical model.
B. Calculations of transport properties
The models in Fig.1 were used to study the properties of MCCs with bilateral semiinfinite graphene electrodes, which are the observed structures in experiments. For quantum transport, calculations were performed using non-equilibrium Greens function [17] [18] [19] [20] , and the corresponding DFT calculations were performed at the level of Perdew-Burke-Ernzrehof of parameterized generalized-gradient approximation 15 by localized double-zeta polarized basis set and Troullier-Martins pseudopotential 21 with the mesh cutoff energy being 150 Rydberg.
The electrode calculations were performed under periodical boundary conditions with k-points sampling of 1 × 21 × 25 Monkhorst-Pack grid. For a bias voltage V b applied to the ends of the MCC, the current through the system is given by Landauer-Büttiker formula 22 ,
where T (E, V b ) is the scattering coefficient of the band state at energy E, E F is the Fermi energy of the electrodes, f L and f R are Fermi-Dirac distribution functions of both electrodes, respectively.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Stability of H, O, and N adhered MCCs
According to our calculations, the structures of MCC with adhesion of H 2 and N 2 molecule own higher energy than the non-adhered structure, so there is no stable adhered structure at room temperature. bias and were shown in Fig.4 . As the electron transport in this system is mainly in a tunneling picture, i.e. as molecular energy level of MCCs resonates with the incident energy of the electron from the electrode, one transport channel opens, which corresponds to a peak in the transmission spectra, so the transmission peak in Fig.4 should correspond to the molecular energy level of MCCs. Compared with pristine MCCs, the energy level of adhered MCCs barely changes, and the main difference is that the amplitude of transmission peaks decreases much [ Fig.4 ], which leads to the decrease of conductance. This change is especially obvious for H atom, where the transmission peaks are nearly suppressed near the Fermi level, so its conductance is the smallest compared with N and O atom. To explain the transmission decrease, we resort to the distorted structures of MCCs after adhesion. As the electron transport is along the chain axis, the structural distortion at the adhesion site is certain to scatter the electron, and it can be expected that the more distorted structure will cause stronger scattering thus decrease the transmission. This analysis is confirmed by comparing the distortions between H, N and O, that the C-C bond angle at the adhesion site is sharpest for adhered H atom [ Fig.1] , and the transmission amplitude of MCC with the adhesion of H atom is indeed the smallest [Fig.4 ].
Then we focused on the influence of adhesion site on the transport properties of MCCs. electronic structure.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, ways to tune the conductance of MCCs by adhering H, N and O atoms to the chains were investigated. By a statistical model, we first showed that the structures after adhesion are quite stable at room temperature. Then by transport calculation, we found that the conductance of MCCs decreases by one to two orders of magnitude after adhesion.
The conductance of the adhered MCCs changes largely with different adhesion atom species and adhesion sites, and no simple relationship between the conductance and adhesion atom species or sites was found. By analyzing the transmission spectra, we attributed the conductance change to the chemical bonding between the adhesion atom and chain atoms, which causes distortion of the chain structure and forms new molecular energy levels.
